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through the slit is split into two beams by means of a "Y" shaped "Perspex" con
ductor (4). This is cut out of a length of 3 cm cylindrical "Perspex" rod. On each arm
of the "Y" is located a Philips ORPgo cadmium sulphide photo-conductive cell (5,6).
The buffer vessel programming scanner consists of a 2.5 V lamp (7) focussed on a
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Fig. J. Mechanical and optical arrangement of gradient generator.
T () V, 4 \V larnp 7 2.5 V, 2 \V l a m p
2 20 X 2 rn rn slit 8 OCP71 phototransistor
3 Lens 9 Synchronous clock m o tor
4 Pcrspex conductor 10 F'ilrn drive roller

5,6 ORP90 photo-conductive cells 1 J Idle roller
1:2 = Polyurethane f'oa.m loading pad

The photocells and phototransi:"tol are housed in a light-proof box attached to the panel bcarihg
the slit and fi.l rn guides.

OCP71 p hototranssist.or (8) through a 2.5 mm diameter hole aligned with the "sound
track" edge of the film.

The film is driven by a Sangamo I rcv.yh synchronous motor (g). A rubber
covered 4 mm diarneter bras s roller (10) is sweated onto the motor shaft and supported
at its distal end by a bearing. The film is held between this and a brass idler roller (II)

which is loaded by a 7 mm pad of polyurethane foam (12).

A typical length of film is shown in Fig. 2. It is made by photographing a series of

Fig. 2. Typical gradient functions photographed on 35 rn.rri film. Note that the buffer vessel change
over cue spot is displaced from the function change by a distance equal to that between the

scanning slit and phototransistor hole (3.5 cm in our instruInent).

blocked-in graphs of the gradient function on Kodak "Microfile" film. A camera which
leaves. little space between the frames (a Voigtlander "Vito") was used and the spaces
blacked out with retouching ink.

(2) The electronic circuits. As the generator was to operate in a temperature con
trolled cold room solid-state electronic components were used without temperature
compensation circuits. The complete schematic circuit is shown in Fig. 3. One of the
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